Occupational eye traumatism of members of vessel’s crews of the Northern Water’s Basin
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Introduction: Occupational eye traumatism of members of vessel’s crews of the Northern Water’s Basin are relevant, but little studied medical problem. Material and methods: The analysis of a continuous sample of various eye traumatism in 79 patients, working on the vessels of the basin was carried out. Analytical and statistical methods were used for the analysis. R ...
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Background: Age-related macular degeneration (AMD) is one of the leading cause of irreversible blindness in elderly population affecting the quality of life and there by general health. AIM: The purpose of the present study was to estimate the prevalence, risk factors and subtypes of AMD in a hospital population attending to ophthalmology outpatient department. Mater ...
Ocular tuberculosis: Clinicopathologic assortment and diagnostic challenges
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Ocular tuberculosis is an exigent clinical entity—lacking a distinct clinical presentation and attributing the diagnostic conundrum. Nevertheless, the early-precise diagnosis with implicated anti-tubercular therapy may be sight-saving; diagnostic delays often encountered due to protean clinical presentations, the impracticability of obtaining tissue (in most case), li ...